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The Museum of Civilization and the Grand Egyptian Museum are valuable additions, but what happens to the old institutions as we enthusiastically herald in the new?
Egypt: Museums to remember
In an unexpected surprise particularly after the rumors that spread recently about his return to his former wife, Egyptian singer Medhat Saleh wedded actress Shireen Saif al Naser. The wedding ...
Egyptian art circles surprise: Medhat, Shireen wedding
LOUIS (CN) – The St. Louis Art Museum will get to keep a painted mask of an ancient Egyptian noblewoman that was the center ... The Museum in February 2011 sought injunctive relief prohibiting the ...
Ancient Egyptian Mask|Will Stay in St. Louis
Egyptian art was always both beautiful and ... New York City’s Central Park and Istanbul’s Hippodrome.) Apainted relief (above, right) in the exhibition shows Thutmose and his otherworldly ...
Egypt’s Crowning Glory
Find out on this episode of EXTREME DRAMA CAMP! *The campers wake up and find themselves in an Ancient Greece setting.* TRACKER: Now where are we? SISU: Looks like Ancient Greece to me. LENA: Being ...
Extreme Drama Camp 38 (6/16)
The marks — seen recently on Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson and Kaley Cuoco — are a telltale sign of cupping therapy, a practice that dates back to ancient Egyptian ... DC, ART, SFMA, tells Mic.
Does cupping work? The therapy practice used by Michael Phelps and more has a major following
This eerie chamber is one of several “megatombs,” as the archaeologists describe them, discovered last year at Saqqara, the sprawling necropolis that once served the nearby Egyptian capital of ...
Rule of the Pharaohs
The depictions of dwarves within Amarna tombs mark an important change in Egyptian artistic traditions ... The Images of Fortifications in the Sety I Battle Reliefs: Comparing Art and Archaeology The ...
Current Research in Egyptology 2009: Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Symposium
“Les Lalanne are ambassadors of French taste in contemporary art coming from the 18th-century ... where he was drawn to the stone reliefs of ancient animals and sculptures of the Egyptian and Assyrian ...
How Les Lalanne’s Whimsical Sculptures Captured the Imaginations of Collectors Worldwide
The ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic writing system and its cursive counterpart ... mummification process and the inclusion of offerings of textiles and... Mesopotamian art and documents attest to a ...
Textile Terminologies in the Ancient Near East and Mediterranean from the Third to the First Millennnia BC
It has become more about conveying your personality through your interior aesthetic.” At its most intimate, this domestic self-expression is being played out on a small scale on shelves, tables and ...
Are you a decorative peacock?
LONDON.-MASSIMODECARLO announced Portraiture One Century Apart, the gallery’s first exhibition connecting Milan, London and Paris with one show in three spaces at once. Starting in July 2021, ...
MASSIMODECARLO opens first exhibition connecting Milan, London and Paris with one show
That’s a fraction of the $16 billion allocated to the Shuttered Venue Operators Grant program by federal COVID-19 disaster relief legislation for venues ... Boise Philharmonic, Egyptian Theatre, ...
'A huge difference': Covid relief funds pour into local arts venues
The art, which combined bas-relief with paint and resembles Egyptian hieroglyphic art, depicts lizard-headed ogres wearing Jewish kippot, impaling Arab children on bayonets and eating them up.
Baby-Eating Zionist Lizard on 'Peace Partner' TV
Emily Mueller, known in northeast Ohio as the “Bee Whisperer,” has released a photo from her annual, honey bee-inspired shoot — this year laughing at herself. In the photo, Mueller and her husband, ...
‘Bee Whisperer’ Emily Mueller chooses comical Cheech & Chong theme for annual honey-bee photo shoot
The park even has animal attractions, so you can visit the crocodile Corner with caimans, lizards, snakes and frogs, the Shire Horse enclosure where you ... the 25m drop tower straight into the jaws ...
The 20 BEST places to take your kids this summer holiday in England
Secrecy has long been part of the art market’s mystique ... Now dealers of ancient treasures like Roman marble statues or Egyptian reliefs will be treated like financial institutions, and ...
As Money Launderers Buy Dalís, U.S. Looks at Lifting the Veil on Art Sales
Joe Manchin of West Virginia complained when the vice president appeared on a local West Virginia TV station to promote the administration’s massive COVID-19 relief package without giving him a ...
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